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                                                          Jade Rivera Saves the President   

   

                                                Chapter 1: Educating Young Minds    

  

Before you read the chapter:    

No one can go through school without having a substitute teacher. Most may be forgettable, but 

one or two may stand out in your memory. Describe at least one substitute teacher you have 

had and what that experience was like.   

______________________________________________________________________   

 _____________________________________________________________________   

 _____________________________________________________________________   

______________________________________________________________________    

______________________________________________________________________   

______________________________________________________________________  

______________________________________________________________________   

______________________________________________________________________   

  

What are the positives and negatives about having a substitute teacher?   

   

  The Positive     The Negative   

1.   

2.   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

1.   

   

   

   

   

2.   
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Vocabulary:  Use the sentences below to help you to determine the meaning of the 

words in bold font.                                         

1. The teacher showed his frustration by banging on the table with his hand.                                    

2. The teen was slowly hypnotized by the pulsating music.    

3. The eruption of the volcano was heard 25 miles away.   

4. The volcano spewed hot ashes, rock and lava.    

5. The student wanted to quickly scan the assignment before the quiz.                 

6. The animal called a guinea pig is often bought as a pet for the home.   

7. Many people eat the animal called a clam that lives in sand or mud of shallow waters.   

8. The toddler’s bowels were constipated after eating only junk food all day.   

9. After the explosion, the kids didn’t move, for they were paralyzed by fear.   

10. He did the dastardly deed of stealing the kids’ Halloween candy.   

11. The child wasn’t particular about the kind of ice cream he ate.   

12. The student gave a quizzical look when asked a stupid question. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..   

Part A. DIRECTIONS -- Match each word (also found in the above sentences) with its meaning:   
  
     e     1. frustration         a. a sudden outbreak or emission of something   

_____ 2. hypnotize       b. small stout-body, short-ear tailless rodent   

_____ 3. eruption         c. a person’s expression of puzzlement   

_____ 4. spew         d. unable to have a bowel movement easily   

_____ 5. scan          e. a feeling of annoyance when one is unable to so something         

_____ 6. guinea pig        f. a type of shellfish that lives in sand or mud    

_____ 7. clam          g. used to indicate one specific person or thing   

_____ 8. constipated       h. to completely hold the attention of someone      

_____ 9. paralyzed         i. to cause something to flow out in a fast and forceful way    

_____ 10. deed         j. to look over or read something quickly   

_____ 11. particular  k. unable to move, or feel, all or part of the body 

_____ 12. quizzical                    l. something that is done; an act or action   
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Questions (answer in complete sentences):   

1.The setting of a story includes time and place. What is the setting for Chapter One?  

______________________________________________________________________________   

2. What class is Mr. Twist teaching?   

______________________________________________________________________________  

3. The guinea pig is whose pet and how was the animal contained in class?   

______________________________________________________________________________   

4. How is Aliyah Jackson related to Ms. Wise the principal?   

______________________________________________________________________________  

5. In what ways does Mr. Twist show how mean and rude he is?   

______________________________________________________________________________   

______________________________________________________________________________ 

6. What is the question that Mr. Twist keeps asking? (use quotation marks)   

______________________________________________________________________________ 

7. Which student do you think gave the best answer and why?   

______________________________________________________________________________  

______________________________________________________________________________   

Language Activity: SIMILE  

Definition: figure of speech comparing two unlike things that are often introduced by like or as.   

Directions: Underline like or as and circle the two like things that are being compared.    

                    Example: Her cheeks were like red roses.   

  

1. He eyed the students as if they were a bunch of insects.   

2. The teacher asked her a question as if he was a drill sergeant.  

3. Mr. Twist yelled at the students like a mad monkey.   

4. The teacher’s eyes surveyed the room like a snake searching for a meal.  

5. Jade’s lips shut tight like a clam out of water.   

6. The angry man looked like a volcano about to erupt.   

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/figure%20of%20speech
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/figure%20of%20speech
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/figure%20of%20speech
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/figure%20of%20speech
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                                             Jade Rivera Saves the President   

                                                            
    

       Chapter 2: A Case for Animal Abuse   
   
   

Before you read the chapter:    

When Mr. Twist was about to pick up the guinea pig and do the deed, would you have remained 

in your seat? If not, what would you have done?   

______________________________________________________________________________  

______________________________________________________________________________  

          ______________________________________________________________________________  

          ______________________________________________________________________________ 

          ______________________________________________________________________________        

What do you think the majority of students in your class would do in this situation?   

          ______________________________________________________________________________       

           ______________________________________________________________________________  

           ______________________________________________________________________________                        

What is the advantage of having a principal that you feel you can freely talk to?    

______________________________________________________________________________  

______________________________________________________________________________  

______________________________________________________________________________  
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Vocabulary: Use each sentence to figure out the meaning of the underlined word. Then 

compare your definition with a dictionary definition of the underlined word.   

1.The child scrambled up the ladder as the dog chased him.   

Your definition    ________________________________________________________________   

Dictionary definition _____________________________________________________________   

   

2. I hired an attorney to help my grandpa obtain citizenship.   

Your definition    ________________________________________________________________   

Dictionary definition _____________________________________________________________   

   

3. The child’s body was quivering after a truck almost hit him.   

Your definition    ________________________________________________________________   

Dictionary definition _____________________________________________________________   

   

4. It is legal to ride your bike on the street if you ride on the right side.   

Your definition    ________________________________________________________________   

Dictionary definition _____________________________________________________________   

   

5. Martial arts like karate may empower kids both physically and mentally.   

Your definition    ________________________________________________________________   

Dictionary definition _____________________________________________________________   
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6. He emphasized the importance of his sentence with an exclamation mark!   

Your definition    ________________________________________________________________   

Dictionary definition _____________________________________________________________   

   

7. The girl gouged a hole in the wooden table to place a drink cup.   

Your definition    ________________________________________________________________   

Dictionary definition _____________________________________________________________   

   

8. The nurse was sincere when she told the patient he was improving.   

Your definition    ________________________________________________________________   

Dictionary definition _____________________________________________________________   

   

9. When my 80 year-old grandpa says he can lift 200 lbs., he is exaggerating.    

Your definition    ________________________________________________________________   

Dictionary definition _____________________________________________________________   

   

10. When the man stepped on the dog’s paw, it loudly howled.   

Your definition    ________________________________________________________________ 

Dictionary definition _____________________________________________________________ 
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11. As she braided her hair, the girl intertwined ribbons with the locks of her hair.   

Your definition    ________________________________________________________________   

Dictionary definition _____________________________________________________________   

 

12. When the older boy cannonball-jumped into the pool, gallons of water were displaced.    

Your definition    ________________________________________________________________   

Dictionary definition _____________________________________________________________   

   

Questions (answer in complete sentences):   

1.What did Jade do when Mr. Twist was about to pick up the guinea pig?   

______________________________________________________________________________   

______________________________________________________________________________  

______________________________________________________________________________   

   

2. Describe how Ms. Wise physically looks.    

  

______________________________________________________________________________   

______________________________________________________________________________  

______________________________________________________________________________   

   

3. Even though Grandma Gomez has never been to law school, how does Jade justify that she is 

her attorney?   

______________________________________________________________________________  

______________________________________________________________________________   

______________________________________________________________________________  

______________________________________________________________________________   

______________________________________________________________________________ 
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4. How does Jade explain that her grandmother is legal?   

           ______________________________________________________________________________   

______________________________________________________________________________  

______________________________________________________________________________   

          5.What does Jade’s Nana volunteer to do for Ms. Wise?   

           ______________________________________________________________________________  

          ______________________________________________________________________________           

6. How does everyone learn that guinea pigs don’t have tails?   

______________________________________________________________________________   

______________________________________________________________________________   

___________________________________________________________________    

         Language Activity: SIMILE  

Definition: figure of speech comparing two unlike things that are often introduced by like or as.   

Directions: Underline like or as and circle the two like things that are being compared.    

                     Example: Her cheeks were like red roses.   

 

1. Mr. Twist is as mean as a live rattlesnake.   

2. He let out a howl just as an injured coyote would.   

3. Ms. Wise was sincere as an angel.   

4. Her hair intertwined with African beads as the red and white of a candy cane.   

5. Joey’s pet had been quivering like a baby rattle gone wild.   

6. The pet was saved, and finally everyone relaxed like vacationers on a beach.   

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/figure%20of%20speech
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/figure%20of%20speech
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/figure%20of%20speech
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/figure%20of%20speech
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                                  Jade Rivera Saves the President   

                                                             

                                     Chapter 3: Big News in Social Studies   

   

Before you read the chapter:   

Jade and KK will hear about some important news in their social studies class. Why do you think 

it is important to be aware of the local news in your community?   

______________________________________________________________________________   

______________________________________________________________________________   

___________________________________________________________________   

___________________________________________________________________  

___________________________________________________________________   

___________________________________________________________________  

___________________________________________________________________   

  

Vocabulary:    

In each of the following sets of words, circle the one word that does not belong.   

Then write the word that can be found in the story.         

  

  

 1.   protest         complaint        approval        gripe                      protest__________                                           

2.  carbon monoxide        chloroform             oxygen    _______________________   

3.    wilderness         rural         urban          countryside   _______________________   

4.   local            national            federal            state       _______________________       

5.  chosen        elected         designated         volunteered   _______________________   

6.  hostile              friendly            rude                 mean     _______________________   

7.  Eden           paradise            inferno            heaven    _______________________   
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Questions (answer in complete sentences):   

1. What is the setting (time and place) for this chapter?   

_____________________________________________________________________________   

2. How did Jade and KK first learn about the president visiting the Superstition Mountains 

Wilderness area?   

_____________________________________________________________________________   

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

        

3. What is the Suburbanites For Expansion (SFE)?   

  

_____________________________________________________________________________        

   

4. How were the hostile protesters able to trick and kidnap the president?   

_____________________________________________________________________________  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________       

          _____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

5. List the three main things that the SFE members said they wanted in their ransom note?   

   

a. ______________________________________________________________    

   

b. ______________________________________________________________   

   

c. _____________________________________________________________   
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Language Activity: Plurals   

 

                                                     RULES FOR PLURAL NOUNS   

            

                noun   

                   

     singular   

         

          +/-   

                   

plural   

     

           most nouns   

   

  ending in -s, -sh, -ch, -x   

   

          ending in -y   

   

    ending in -ay, -oy, -ey   

   

         ending in -f, -ef   

   

  some nouns ending in -o   

                  

cat   

   

       bush   

   

       baby   

   

       day   

   

       knife   

   

       potato   

           

         + s   

   

         + es   

   

         > ies   

   

         + s   

   

         >ves    

    

         + es   

                         

cats   

    

          bushes   

   

          babies   

   

           days   

   

          knives   

   

         potatoes   

 

 

 

1. DIRECTIONS: Write the PLURAL for each of the following nouns found in this chapter.    

   

Singular Noun   Plural Noun   

   

a. study   

   

a. studies   

   

b. Humane Society   

   

b.   

   

c. president  

   

c.   

   

d. class   

   

      d.   

   

e. wilderness   

   

      e.   

   

f. tour   

   

      f.   
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g. suburbanite   

   

      g.   

   

h. ninety   

   

      h.   

   

i. house   

   

      i.   

   

j. photographer   

   

      j.   

   

k. gas   

   

      k.   

   

l. entourage   

   

      l.   

   

m. inferno   

   

      m.   

   

n. candy   

   

      n.   

   

o. quiz  

   

      o.   

   

p. volcano   

   

      p.   

   

q. dowel   

   

      q.   
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                                                               Jade Rivera Saves the President                                                   
                                         Chapter 4: Dinner Under a Pagoda   

Before you read the chapter:   

Directions: List two advantages and two disadvantages in having an older brother or sister.   

                         Advantage                     Disadvantage   

1.   

  

   

   

2.   

  

   

   

   

1.   

  

   

   

2.   

         Vocabulary: ANTONYMS 
A. Definition: Antonyms are words with opposite meanings.                                                          

Directions: Draw a line from each word in column A to its antonym in column B.  

    

             Column A:  Vocabulary Word                   Column B:  Antonym   

 

1. straight   

   

city   

   

2. wilderness   

   

nice   

   

3. fascinate   

   

goofy   

   

4. attention   

   

ignore   

   

5. trail   

   

bent   

   

6. serious   

   

street   

   

7. obnoxious   

   

bore   
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B. Hundreds of words in English have been borrowed from over 140 languages such as Spanish, 

Chinese, French and Russian. Below are such words. Circle the words that you know and/or 

at least heard or read before.  

Spanish   Chinese   Russian   French   

adios   

   

cigar   

   

guerrilla   

   

hurricane   

   

macho   

   

platinum   

   

siesta   

   

vanilla   

   

1.     

2.   

ketchup   

   

kung Fu   

   

silk   

   

tea   

   

Tai chi   

   

tofu   

   

typhoon   

   

wok   

   

1.     

2.   

  

beluga   

   

mammoth   

   

sable   

   

samovar   

   

shaman   

   

steppe   

   

tzar   

   

vodka   

   

1.     

2.   

 à la carte   

   

boulevard   

   

camouflage   

   

cuisine   

   

debris   

   

debut   

   

elite   

   

fiancé    

   

1.     

   

                                                                                                                                                                                

C. The following words are found in Jade Saves the President. Place each one in the above chart        

under the language it originated from:                                                                                             

horchata                 entourage              mahjong             babushka                 pagoda                    

piñata                     Katerina Kaminsky  

D. Write the origin of language for each character’s name:   

Jade                  Chinese   

Su Lin      

Raphael      

Nana Gomez      

Wai-Po Chan      

Katerina Kaminksy      
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CHARACTER DATA FORM     

Fill in the empty spaces of the Character Data Form below:    

Relation to         

       Jade   

 Character’s  

 First Name   

Character’s       

Last Name   

Age     Talent and/or    

   Personality Trait   

   

 

     

JADE   

   

       

   

12   

1.   

 

2.     

   

   

Mother   

   

     

SU LIN   

   

Rivera   

N/A   1. good cook   

   

2. kind-hearted    

   

   

   

     

RAPHAEL   

 N/A   1.   

   

2.     

   

   

   

   

     

JET   

      1.   

 

2.   

   

   

   

   

   

     

NANA   

      1.   

   

2.   

   

   

   

   

   

   

WAI-PO   

      1. 

   

2.   

   

   

   

   

   

KATERINA   

    “KK”   

      1. 

   

2.   
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         Questions (answer in complete sentences):   

1. What does KK’s babushka (grandmother) consider to be camping?   

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________   

2. How was the Rivera family’s backyard decorated?   

___________________________________________________________________  

___________________________________________________________________   

3. What is the Rivera family having for dinner under their backyard pagoda?   

___________________________________________________________________   

___________________________________________________________________   

4. When told she was too old to go with the family backpacking, what does Wai-Po suggest they 

do?   

___________________________________________________________________   

___________________________________________________________________   

5. When Mr. Rivera discovers that Jade wants to meet the president while the family is    

camping, what warning does he give Jade?   

___________________________________________________________________  

___________________________________________________________________   

6. Jet responds at the above news, “Yeah, right, I’m sure the president really wants to meet you 

guys.” Is he being sincere or sarcastic?     ________________________   

   

7.Who is Jet named for and what is that person’s talent?   

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________   

8.What is Jade named for?   

____________________________________________________________   
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                                                  Jade Rivera Saves the President  

                                            Chapter 5: Killer Chopsticks                                                               

                                             Chapter 6: Innocent Beginnings    

Before you read the chapters:   

I. How aware are you of the plants that grow in your personal environment? List below as 

many as you can by name that grow by your home, school or just outside your town.    

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

  

  

   

II. “SURVIVING ON THE MOON” ACTIVITY:   

When a person goes to a new environment, be it a kid camping in the mountains, or a 

scientist exploring the moon, everyone must be able to prioritize needed items for 

survival. Using common sense is the best way to ensure survival. The following exercise 

will show this. You may complete it alone, with a partner or in a small group.  

A. The Situation:  You are a member of a moon exploration crew originally scheduled to 

rendezvous (meet up) with a Mother Ship on the lighted surface of the moon. Due to 

mechanical difficulties, your ship was forced to land on a spot 200 miles from the 

rendezvous point. On landing, much of the equipment aboard was damaged, and, since 

survival depends on reaching the other ship, the most critical items available must be 

chosen for the 200 mile trip.   

B. Your Task:  On the next page are listed the 15 items left undamaged after landing. Your 

task is to rank these items accordingly to their importance in aiding you to reach the 

mother ship.    
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C. RANK ITEMS from 1 to 15 in order of importance with 1 being the most important and 

15 being the least important:   

      ITEM  NAME    ITEM  DESCRIPTION    RANKING   

a) compass   magnetic      

b) first aid kit   First aid kit includes oral and 

injectable medicines   

   

c) flares   signal     

d) FM receiver 

transmitter   

solar-powered   

   

   

e) food    concentrate   

   

   

f) heating unit   portable   

   

   

g) stellar map   includes moon’s constellations   

   

   

      h) matches   one box      

i) milk   one case, dehydrated   

   

   

j) oxygen   two 100 lb. tanks   

   

   

k) parachute   silk      

l) pistols   two .45 caliber   

   

   

m) military life raft   self-inflating   

   

   

n) rope   nylon, 50 feet   

   

   

o) water   5 gallons   

   

   

             When completed, your teacher will give you the correct ranking done by NASA (The National  

              Aeronautics and Space Administration).                                             
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Vocabulary: Part A - Choose a word from the box to complete each sentence below.   

      drill sergeant                            fundamental                     space blanket                    poncho     

   

     Superstition Mountains               knitting needles                  dowel                          strewn   

   

     Lost Dutchman Mine                   prospector                           Aztec                           phony      

   

1. She slipped the ____________________ with a hole in its center over her head and onto her     

shoulders to wear as a raincoat.   

2. The __________________________ searched for gold every day of his life.   

3. The grandmother used her _____________________________________ to make a warm 

sweater for her grandchild.   

4. The famous _____________________________________________ is believed to be located 

in the Superstition Mountains, east of Phoenix, Arizona.   

5. All the new recruits in the boot camp jumped when the _______________________ yelled 

at them to start marching.   

6. The ____________________ Empire was created over 600 years in what is now Central 

Mexico.   

7. It is ___________________________ for an EMT (Emergency Medical Tech) to know CPR.   

8. Everyone could tell his British accent wasn’t real and completely ________________.   

9. Flowers were ____________________ on the wedding aisle as the flower girl threw rose 

petals on the carpet leading to the altar.   

10. The light-weight ____________________________ is made of heat-reflective thin plastic 

that is designed to reduce the heat loss in a person’s body.   

11. The hiking stick Jet made was simply a rounded wooden ___________________________.    

12. The range of mountains in Arizona which are located to the east of Phoenix is called the  

_______________________________________________.    

Part B – List at least two things you think make a person a phony:   

1. _______________________________________________________________________  

                   2.     _______________________________________________________________________  
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Part C -  List three ways you can use a set of chopsticks not noted in the book. Get creative!   

  

1.     

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

2.   3.   

          Questions (Answer in complete sentences):   

1.Who do you think is bossier, Jet or Jade and WHY?   

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________   

2. What are the Ten Fundamentals?   

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________   

3. What is the eleventh fundamental for Jade?   

___________________________________________________________________   

4. What is the eleventh fundamental for KK?   

___________________________________________________________________   

5.What language is spoken in KK’s house and WHY?   

___________________________________________________________________   

___________________________________________________________________   

6. As the family hikes into the Superstition Mountains to find a camping site, how does     

Jet describe the SFE protestors to the girls? Write three adjectives he uses:   

   

  _______________________         _______________________       _______________________   
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Language Activity: THE FLASHBACK   

   

Chapter 5 contains an important literary device called a flashback.   

DEFINITION:  a part of a story or movie that describes or shows something that happened in  the 

past.   

1. Describe the flashback in Chapter 5 (Hint: Wai-Po at the restaurant).   

___________________________________________________________________   

___________________________________________________________________   

___________________________________________________________________   

___________________________________________________________________   

___________________________________________________________________   

___________________________________________________________________   

______________________________________________________________________________   

______________________________________________________________________________   

______________________________________________________________________________  

______________________________________________________________________________   

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________  

______________________________________________________________________________   

2. Explain what you learned about the character Wai-Po (also known as Grandma Chan) 

through the literary device: the flashback.   

______________________________________________________________________________  

______________________________________________________________________________   

______________________________________________________________________________   

___________________________________________________________________   

___________________________________________________________________   

         ___________________________________________________________________                        
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     Jade Rivera Saves the President  

                                                   Chapter 7: Terror from the Suburbs   

                                                         Chapter 8: Happy Campers  

 

                                                     

          Before you read the chapters:   

People protest all the time. Some as individuals and some in groups of a few to thousands of 

people. In this story, the protesters are a small group of three people.  

   

          Definition of protest:  to show or express strong disagreement with or disapproval of something   

   

   

 

1. List below what kind of issues or problems you have heard people  

protesting in the local or national news?   

   

Example: The coal miners protested that their employer would not fix unsafe working conditions in the mine.   
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Vocabulary: SYNONYMS are words with the same or similar meanings. Choose a word from 

the box that means the same, or nearly the same, as the underlined word in the sentences 

listed.  

 

                  

   aggressive              asphalt             community             expansion         stability   

        

    interrupt                arroyo               overflowing            Hohokam          looming   

  

   

    

1. The salesperson was very pushy and talked nonstop.                        1. _________________   

2. The ancient O’odham people once lived in present day Arizona.    2. __________________   

3. The heavy rains caused the flooding of the sewers.                      3.__________________ 

4. The people of the neighborhood planted trees in the local park.    4. __________________   

         5.It’s rude to cut in a conversation when someone is talking.                 5. _________________ 

 

 

         6. The water rushed down the gully at 40 miles per hour.                       6. __________________                    

          7. I watched the storm brewing over the city.                                           7.__________________        

               8.The crew paved the highway with black cement.                                  8. __________________   

  9. The addition to the Hip Hop program included senior citizens.          9.___________________              

               10.The sturdiness of the stairs allowed a gorilla to walk up.           10.__________________   
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         Questions (answer in complete sentences):   

1. Jet hopes to find what while camping?   

______________________________________________________________________________   

______________________________________________________________________________  

  

2. When Jet talks about anything, who always tries to act bored?   

______________________________________________________________________________  

            

3. Why did the campers set up their tents many feet above the arroyo?   

______________________________________________________________________________  

______________________________________________________________________________   

  

4. When the girls set off for a hike, where does Jade say they’re going?   

______________________________________________________________________________   

  

5. Why did Jade think the President might be at the above place?   

______________________________________________________________________________   

______________________________________________________________________________  

6. Which grandmother knows the scientific names of the local wildlife?   

______________________________________________________________________________   

7.Describe what a saguaro cactus looks like.   

          ______________________________________________________________________________ 

          ______________________________________________________________________________     

8.Why did KK think it was worth checking out the mine?   

______________________________________________________________________________   

___________________________________________________________________    
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Language Activity: SCIENTIFIC NAMES   

  

ENGLISH                      LATIN   ENGLISH              LATIN   

dog                               canis   oak                      quercu   

bear                              ursa   juniper                juniperus   

wolf                              lupus   Arizonan             arizonica   

bee                               api   gray                     grisea   

pine                              pinus   horrible              horrbilis   

   

1. DIRECTIONS: Using the names in the above box, match the common name of each      animal 

or plant below to its scientific name using the above chart.  

Common Name                                                         Scientific Name   

1. mountain lion    J        
   

                     A.   Juniperus deppeana    

2. dog ____            
   

                      B.   Ursus arctos horribilis   

3. grizzly bear ____         
   

                      C.   Canis lupus   

4. emory oak tree ____      
   

              D.   Salvia apiana   

5. alligator juniper tree ____    
   

              E.   Quercus grisea   

6. white sage bee ____      
   

                       F.   Pinus arizonica   

7. gray wolf ____         
   

       G.   Canis lupus familiaris   

8. Apache pine ____        
              

                        H.   Quercus emoryi     

9. gray oak ____         
   

                I.   Pinus engelmannii   

10. Arizona pine ____                                 J.   Felis concolor   
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                                             Jade Rivera Saves the President   

                                                            

                                          Chapter 9: A Walk on the Wild Side                                         

                                            Chapter 10: More Precious than Gold   

 

Before you read the chapters:   

List three things that are more precious to you than all the gold in the Lost Dutchman’s Mine.   

1. _________________________________________________________________   

        

2. _________________________________________________________________  

  

3. __________________________________________________________________        

   

Vocabulary    

Write a sentence using the following words and underline each word. Make sure that the 

meaning of the word is clear in your sentence.   

wild     

___________________________________________________________________   

___________________________________________________________________   

scattered            

___________________________________________________________________   

___________________________________________________________________     

braced    

___________________________________________________________________  

___________________________________________________________________   

shrieked    

___________________________________________________________________   

___________________________________________________________________    
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shuffled   

____________________________________________________________   

____________________________________________________________    

intersection    

____________________________________________________________  

____________________________________________________________   

duct tape    

____________________________________________________________  

____________________________________________________________   

precious                                       

____________________________________________________________   

____________________________________________________________   

   

Language Activity     

A. Rewrite the following sentences with the correct grammar, spelling and punctuation.  
  
   

1. it was obvious that the Saguaro was chops down because its break was two even   

____________________________________________________________   

____________________________________________________________   

2. when jade and kk entered the mine they were grabbed and their hands was tied   

____________________________________________________________  

____________________________________________________________   

3. the girls hears chilling Shrieks barreled up from the mind shaft   

____________________________________________________________   

____________________________________________________________   

4. in the mine they meets the sfe members   

____________________________________________________________   
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B. Contrasting Lance and Ed    

In Chapters 9 and 10 we meet two rather interesting, but very different characters: Lance and 

Ed. In the framework below, CONTRAST these two individuals revealing the differences 

between the two men.    

  

             Criteria                  Lance                      Ed   

   

1. height   

      

   

2. weight   

      

   

3. hair   

      

   

4. marital status   

      

   

C. Using Adjectives - Describe the characters below (physically and their personalities).   

  

Describe MARGE with four adjectives:   

   

   

   

   

         

       

       Describe JADE with four adjectives:   

   

   

   

   

         

   

                   Describe KK with four adjectives:   
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                                                                  Jade River Saves the President 

                                             Chapter 11: A Matter of Ethnic 

                                       Chapter 12: Formal Introductions  

Before you read the chapter:   

Grandma Chan has a lot of superstitions (see vocabulary below for definition). As a class or with a partner, 

list some common superstitions we hear about in the American culture:  

   

1. A black cat crossing your path is bad luck.   

   

2.   

   

   

3.   

   

   

4.   

   

   

       5.   

  

  

    

Vocabulary – DEFINITIONS  

superstition:    
a belief  that 

certain 

events or 

things will 

bring good or 

bad luck    

descendent :  
someone who   

is related to 

a  person or 

group of 

people who  

lived in the 

past   

indigenous:    
living, or existing  

naturally in a 

particular  region 

or environment   

camouflage:  a way of 

hiding  something by 

painting it or covering it 

with  leaves or 

branches to make it 

harder to see   

situation:  
conditions and  

events that  

affect someone 

or something in a 

particular  place   

crinkled: to 

form small,  

lines on a  

surface   

phony:  
not true,  

real or 

genuine   

worthy:  good 

and deserving  

respect or 

praise   

official:   
describes something 

that is done in public 

and often in a  

formal way   

persistent:   
continuing to do 

something even 

though it  is 

difficult   
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Directions: Synonyms are words with the same or similar meanings.  Using the contexts of the sentences   below, 

choose and circle the best synonym for the underlined words in each sentence.     

1. The superstition that if a cat crosses your path you’ll have bad luck is not true.   

   

a) pathway              b) true belief              c) incident              d) unfounded fear     

   

2. My descendants include five children and eight grandchildren.   

   

a) backyards             b) cages                  c) houses               d) kin   

   

3. Mesquite trees are indigenous to the southwestern part of America.   

   

a) foreign                    b) original                c) strange             d) likely   

   

4. The acne medicine will camouflage the pimples on her face.   

   

a) expose                    b) show off              c) unbared           d) mask   

   

   

5. The situation I am in as a teenager is sometimes difficult.   

   

a) stage                      b) school                  c) gym class        d) house   

   

   

6. After wearing the same clothes for three days, my shirt was crinkled.   

   

a) soaked                 b) damp                    c) wrinkled           d) shriveled   

   

7. He was a phony dentist without a degree or license.   

   

a) real                          b) true                      c) fake                 d) genuine    

8. The hero who saved the child from drowning is a worthy individual.   

a) valuable                 b) dishonorable        c) bad                  d) snobbish   

   

9. After the kid won the lottery, the official papers were summited to the bank.   
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b) proper                    b) false                     c) bogus              d) forged   

   

10. She had never skied before, but she was persistent in learning how.   

   

a) failing                     b) continual               c) halting             d) interruption   

   

Questions (answer in complete sentences):   

1. Anthropologists think the original Native Americans probably came from where?   

  

__________________________________________________________________________________   

   

       __________________________________________________________________________________   

2. Why does Jade let the SFE Gang think she doesn’t speak English well?   

   

      __________________________________________________________________________________   

   

3. What advice from Nana Gomez do Jade and KK use?   

   

__________________________________________________________________________________   

   

   

4. What advice from Grandma Chan do the girls use?  

  

__________________________________________________________________________________   

   

5. What keeps moving around on the president’s head?   

   

__________________________________________________________________________________   

   

6. Along with Marge’s expresso machine, what very important thing did the protestors forget?   

   

___________________________________________________________________________________   

       

7. Why must Marge return home after three days (seventy-two hours)?    

   

        __________________________________________________________________________   
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Language Activity:   

CONFLICT is an important element in a story.  We have already read about several conflicts (problems) in 

this book. There are generally three types of conflict:    

• person against person    

• person against self    

• person against nature   

   

A. Write the type of conflict in the situations below in the corresponding box:   

Nana and Wai-Po trying to   

outdo each other.   

1.    person against person  

The SFE members trying to  

get food from the desert.   

2.   

Jade and KK trying to escape  

from the protesters.   

3.   

Ed trying to be brave when  

he is very scared.   

4.   

   

B. Now write the type of conflict that has occurred outside of the book.                                 

A skier is trying to outrun an  

avalanche.    

5.   

The student is having a tough  

time focusing on math work.   

6.   

Two friends have a huge  

argument about money.   

7.   

The fireman is fighting a  

massive forest fire.   

8.   

The teen is trying to change the 

curfew her mother has given.    

9.   

The man is becoming tired as he 

gives CPR to his grandmother.   

10.   

The girl bails out the storm’s  

rainwater from her sinking boat.   

11.   
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                                                          Jade Rivera Saves the President   

                                                                      

   

Chapter 13: Cultural Sensitivity                                                                     

Chapter 14: To Have is to Hold   

   

Before you begin reading the chapters:    

The United States is known as a land of immigrants who have culturally impacted the country   

nationally and locally. Below, note the cultures that have thrived in the past and today where 

you live.                                                                                                                                                                               

   

Definition of culture:  the beliefs, customs, arts, etc., of a particular group of people.  

   

   

1. As a class, list some cultures that have lived in the past in your town and/or state such as 

Native American tribes or European immigrants.     

   

________________________    ________________________    _______________________   

   

2. Now list the cultures one can find living in your community today.   

   

   

________________________    ________________________    ________________________   

   

   ________________________    ________________________    ________________________   

3. What have these cultures contributed to your community?   

   

________________________    ________________________    ________________________   

   

  ________________________    ________________________    ________________________   
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Vocabulary   

DIRECTIONS: 1. Use the context of each sentence to help you to determine the meaning in the 

underlined word. 2. Then further below, match each word with its meaning.  

  

1. Tonight we will eat Italian cuisine at Mama Mia’s Pizzeria.   

2. Anesthesia will put you to sleep during surgery.   

3. She doles out the stew to the children like the pot was bottomless.   

4. An Expresso machine makes special coffee which is very strong.   

5. The snake deeply bit the boy, but fortunately its venom was not poisonous.   

6. The street person gnaws on a rib bone like she hasn’t eaten in weeks.   

7. I irrigate my lawn with city water once a month to keep it green.   

8. The model kept her composure even when she tripped on the runway.   

9. The parts of any computer are very intricate.   

10. Soldiers were given rations of two dry food packages each day.   

11. Her mother intertwines ribbon in the child’s hair as it was braided.   

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………   

                                             MATCHING    

    

             _____ 1. cuisine         a. to give something to someone without charge   

   _____ 2. anesthesia                            b. a machine that forces boiling water through coffee grounds   

    _____ 3. dole          c. to connect by twisting   

    _____ 4. expresso machine    d. poison produced by an animal for defense                                                      

  _____ 5. venom         e. to supply water by pipe, canal, etc.   

  _____ 6. gnaw         f. having many parts    

  _____ 7. irrigate         g. a certain amount of food given daily to a person or animal  

  _____ 8. composure       h.  a style of cooking   

  _____ 9. intricate         i. calmness especially of mind or appearance   

  _____ 10. ration         j. to bite or chew repeatedly   

  _____ 11. intertwine                 k. substance used to put a person asleep during surger   
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Language Activities   

A. The SIMILE  

   

Definition: a figure of speech comparing two unlike things that are often introduced by like or as.   

Directions: Underline like or as and circle the two like things that are being compared.    

  

1. Lance’s long jean-covered legs intertwined like a giant blue pretzel.   
  
   

2. Ed’s big stomach stuck out between his shirt and pants like a glob of    

                                  white toothpaste trying to squeeze out of its tube.      

            

3. “Lance, you move slow as a snail scooting backwards up a hill.”   
   

   

  

B. ROOT WORDS: Beside each of the following words from these chapters, write its root word.  

   

Irrigation   

   

irrigate   

   

sighed      

doled   

   

   composure      

sluggish   

   

   gnawed      

inflammation   

   

   cultures      

   

  

C. Writing an ANECDOTE (a short story about an interesting or funny event or occurrence).   

   Directions: Write an anecdote about a time an animal attacked or bit you or someone you know.   

    You will need another a sheet of writing paper to complete Part C: Anecdote.  
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                                           Jade Rivera Saves the President   

                                                                     

                                                  Chapter 15: Prickly Feelings   

                                         Chapter 16: The Spirits Are Coming                                             

   

Before you read the chapters: As a class, name some wild plants in your state that may be 

eaten or used as medicine.    

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

  

   

  

          

         Vocabulary   

Part A – DIRECTIONS: Write the descriptions of these plants found in Chapters 15 and 16.   

   

1. mesquite tree   

   

2. Mormon tea   

   

   

3. desert mistletoe   

   

4. amaranth   

   

1. ____________________________________________________________________________   

   

____________________________________________________________________________   

   

2. ____________________________________________________________________________   

   

____________________________________________________________________________   
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3. ____________________________________________________________________________   

 

4. ____________________________________________________________________________   

   

Part B – DIRECTIONS: According to Chapters 15 and 16, note what part of each plant may be eaten and/or 

how it is used as medicine.  WARNING! One of these is poisonous!!! 

1. mesquite tree   2. Mormon tea   3. desert mistletoe   4. amaranth   

Eaten:   

   

   

   

 

  

Eaten:   Eaten:   Eaten:   

Medicine:   

   

   

   

  

  

Medicine:   Medicine:   Medicine:   

           

          Part C – Match the words listed with definitions     

1. Inflammation _______                             a. pig-like mammal    

2. tweezers _______            b. spirit of a dead person   

3. aloe vera _______         c. slow-moving   

4. sluggish _______                        d. small tool for plucking   

5. ghost _______            e. the way a room is decorated   

6. javelina _______                        f. part of body is red and swollen   

7. wild onion _______        g. to grow or spring up   

8. sprout _______            h. it lives off another   

9. insult _______            i. plant relieves stomach gas   

10. teepee _______            j. trip on an object while walking   

11. glands _______            k. conical tent made of animal skins   

12. stumble _______                         l. specialized group of cells   

13. décor _______            m. plant used as medicine   

14. parasite _______                         n. a rude act or statement     
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Questions (True or False):   

   

_______ 1. Jade removed cactus needles from Lance using tweezers.   

_______ 2. Elmer’s glue works better than mud for removing cactus needles.   

_______ 3. Grandma Chan is an expert on Gila monsters.   

_______ 4. Gila monsters are fast-moving lizards.   

_______ 5. A Gila monster bite will kill a person.   

_______ 6. Ed would like to eat a Gila monster.   

_______ 7. Lance names the lizard Slow Poke.   

_______ 8. Lance draws Great Plains Indians.   

_______ 9. Southwestern Native Americans once lived in teepees.    

_______ 10. Jade searches for food with Lance and Ed.   

_______ 11. A javelina can bite through a Prickly Pear Cactus pad.   

_______ 12. Marge runs back to the mine when she thinks she hears ghosts moaning.   

   

 

Language Activity   

Rewrite the following sentences putting in the correct grammar, spelling and punctuation.   

1) the president emphatically said, I happen to know that the gila monster is protected under 

arizona state law   

   

_________________________________________________________________________  

_________________________________________________________________________   

   

2) KK asked, jade what is the scientific name in the latin language for the gila monster     

_________________________________________________________________________   

___________________________________________________________________________                                                          
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                                                    Jade Rivera Saves the President                        

                                          Chapter 17: Controlling the Ghosts   

                                     Chapter 18: The President Talks Again                                         

   

Before you read the chapter:   

If you were lost in the wilderness and night was falling, describe how you would build a fire to 

keep warm (you have matches to light it):   

          ___________________________________________________________________________       

___________________________________________________________________________   

___________________________________________________________________________   

___________________________________________________________________________  

___________________________________________________________________________   

___________________________________________________________________________  

___________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

 

Vocabulary (definitions):   
  

Stephen Hawking:   

   

English physicist, 
author, and    
cosmologist              

   

ignoramus:   

   

ignorant or stupid 

person   

asparagus:   

   

edible spring plant 

with stout stems with 

small-scaled leaves  

maniac:   

   

a person exhibiting  

extreme symptoms of 

wild behavior   

eradicate:   

   

to remove something 

completely   

frenzy:   

   

a wild  

uncontrolled  

activity   

kindling:   

   

dry twigs, leaves, and 
grass that burn easily 
and can be used to  
start a fire   

   

infiltrator:   

   

a person who secretly 

enters or joins a 

group to get info or 

do harm   

 

Part A - Use the definitions in the above boxes to complete the sentences on the next page.  
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1. The evening meal would include __________________________ which is a vegetable.   

2. The audience turned into a bunch of crazy _____________________(s) at the concert.   

3. The C.I.A. soon realized the new agent was a spy and an _______________________.   

4. The sharks smelled the fish bait intestines and went on an eating __________________.   

5. She started the fire with ________________________ because it burns easily.   

6. The scientists were hoping that their work would _______________________diabetes.   

7. The criminal was a huge _______________________ by leaving her I.D. on the counter.   

8. One of the greatest minds of the 21st Century is ______________________________.     

 

Part B - Note if the vocabulary word is used as a NOUN, VERB or ADJECTIVE:   

__________________ 1.  The starving child ate like a frenzied piglet.   

__________________ 2.  The teen will infiltrate the spy ring for the government.   

__________________ 3.  The spray containers hold an eradicating chemical that kills weeds.   

__________________ 4.  The criminal who left his I.D. behind was a total ignoramus.   

__________________ 5.  The infiltrator turned out to be not a threat to our organization.    

 

Questions (answer in complete sentences):   

1. Why did Marge let Jade and KK cook for everyone?   

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________  

2. Why didn’t Marge bring a cell phone to negotiate with the government?   

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________  

3. The rotten peanut butter unsettled whose stomach?   

______________________________________________________________________________  

______________________________________________________________________________   

4. Why did Jade want the SFE protesters to believe there were ghosts in the desert?  

____________________________________________________________________________  
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5.What is really causing the moaning sounds that sound almost human?   

______________________________________________________________________________  

6.Who suggests that they may have to “eradicate” the president?   

______________________________________________________________________________   

7.Why did Jade suggest to the protesters to spit just outside of the mine?   

          ______________________________________________________________________________  

          ______________________________________________________________________________                      

8.How did the president guess that Jade knew English very well?   

          ______________________________________________________________________________  

         ______________________________________________________________________________   

9.Why does the President want to meet the girls’ grandmothers?   

______________________________________________________________________________    

 

Language Activity – CHARACTERIZATION  

To fully know a character, we need to know not just what the character looks like, but how 

 he/she acts and thinks. Think of an imaginary character for your new book and fill out the  

 chart below with his/her characteristics.    

                                                                                 

NAME OF YOUR CHARACTER  _____________________________________________________   

  

Physical Traits   Actions   Beliefs About Life   

1.   1.   1.   

2.   2.   2.   

3.   3.   3.   

4.   4.   4.   

5.   5.   5.   
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                                                                Jade Rivera Saves the President  

                                                                                                                      
                                            Chapter 19: Rumbling Thunder            

                                              Chapter 20: Oh, Help Us Cow Pies                                                

Before you read the chapters:  A ceremony is a formal act or event that is part of a social or 

religious occasion. In the American culture we have many ceremonies that people take part in. 

List below as many as you can in the box below.   

   

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

  

  

           Vocabulary (Definitions):  

  

pod  

   

a long, thin part of 
some plants that has 
seeds inside   
   

jittery   

   

very nervous   

   

   

deadline   

   

a date or time when  

something must be 

finished   

authentic   

   

real or genuine, not   

copied or false   

   

twilight   

   

the period when day 
is ending and night 
is beginning   

   

grotesque   

   

very strange 

or ugly in a 

way that is not 

normal or 

natural   

obsessive-compulsive   

   

relating to or having a 
mental disorder that 
involves repeating actions 
or thinking about certain 
things over and over  
  

bleach   

   

to remove color or dirt and 

stains from (hair, clothing, 

etc.) especially through the 

effect of sun-light or 

chemicals:   to make whiter 

or lighter in color   
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A: Write the vocabulary word next to its short definition:    
   

                                   Short Definition                                               Vocabulary Word  

1) to whiten   1.   

2) highly nervous   2.   

3) thin part of plant that holds seeds   

   

3.   

4) disorder of repeating acts or thoughts   

   

4.   

5) strange or ugly in an abnormal way   5.   

6) a time for something to be finished   

   

6.   

7) real or genuine   7.   

8) ending of day meets beginning of night   

   

8.   

  

      B. Words with similar meanings are called SYNONYMS.  Using the context of the sentences  
           below, circle the best synonym for the underlined words:     

1. Some people think a cyclops is grotesque.     

a) beautiful               b) pretty                 c) lovely              d) monstrous             

2. After almost being hit by a semi-truck, the driver was very jittery.   

a) nervous                 b) relaxed               c) serene           d) chilled    

3. The man was obsessive-compulsive about checking if the oven was turned off.     

a) calm                     b) repetitive             c) peaceful         d) sporadic      

4. The ancient Hohokam ruins were authentic according to the anthropologist.    

a) false                     b) real                      c) untrue            d) inaccurate       

5. At twilight the bats began flying out of their cave.    

a) evening                 b) nighttime              c) morning            d) dusk    
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Questions (answer in complete sentences if not a listing):   

 

1. How was the mesquite tree flour prepared to make little cakes?   

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________  

2. How were the mesquite tree cakes baked?   

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________   

3. Name three groups of people in the past who have drank Mormon tea?   

   

_________________________      ________________________      _______________________   

4. Who is Shen Mung?   

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________   

5. Shen Mung used plants to treat the ancient Chinese for what health problems?   

   

_________________      _________________    __________________    ___________________   

6. What plant did Marge collect even though Jade warned her not to touch it?   

______________________________________________________________________________   

______________________________________________________________________________ 

7. Why does Marge allow Jade and KK to leave the mine and go to the mountain top?   

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________  

8. What materials were used to make the S.O.S. sign?   

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________  

9. What did the girls add to their ceremonial fire to make it smoke?   

______________________________________________________________________________   
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10. Describe Jade’s special ceremony to attract rescuers:   

______________________________________________________________________________  

______________________________________________________________________________   

______________________________________________________________________________  

______________________________________________________________________________   

______________________________________________________________________________   

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________  

______________________________________________________________________________   

Language Activity: Whenever Marge rips the duct tape from the president’s mouth, it is a                        

yucky sight for everyone. Write about the most sickening, grossest thing you have ever seen.                               

If you cannot think of something you personally saw, then choose an event in a movie.   

______________________________________________________________________________   

______________________________________________________________________________  

______________________________________________________________________________   

______________________________________________________________________________   

______________________________________________________________________________  

______________________________________________________________________________   

______________________________________________________________________________  

______________________________________________________________________________   

______________________________________________________________________________   

______________________________________________________________________________  

______________________________________________________________________________   

______________________________________________________________________________  

______________________________________________________________________________   

______________________________________________________________________________   

______________________________________________________________________________  

______________________________________________________________________________                                           
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                                         Jade Rivera Saves the President  

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

                                               Chapter 21: A Rash of Incidents  

                                                        Chapter 22: A Star is Born    

Before you read the chapters:   

Ed needs to have his toy racoon with him constantly for comfort. As a child, did you have a toy 

animal or another object that you carried around a lot. If not, do you know a child who does 

this? Tell about it below.   

______________________________________________________________________________   

______________________________________________________________________________   

         ___________________________________________________________________    

         ___________________________________________________________________      

___________________________________________________________________  
  

Vocabulary: DEFINITIONS  

stretcher: device made 

of a long piece  
of thick cloth 

stretched between 2 

poles used for 

carrying an injured 

person   

helicopter:   
an aircraft that can stay 

in the air without 

moving forward having  
moving rotor blades on  

its top   

rotor blades: metal 
blades that turn  
around at high speed   

   

1963 Cadillac: a car 
named after the 
founder of Detroit  
City (see pic at top  of 

page)   

clumsy: moving or  
doing things in a very 

awkward way   

convenience:   
a quality or situation 

that makes something  
easy or useful for 

someone   

vehicle: a machine 

that is used to carry 

people such as a car 

or truck   

panic:   
a state or feeling of 

extreme fear that 

makes someone unable  

to think straight   

agent: a person 
who does business 
for another person   

   

chubby:   
somewhat fat like a 

well-fed baby   

bleak: not warm, 

friendly, cheerful, 

etc.   

desolate: lacking 

the people, plants, 

animals, etc.   
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DIRECTIONS: Write a sentence using each vocabulary word. Make sure the meaning of the word 

is clear in your sentence. Underline the vocabulary word in each sentence.   

1. stretcher  ___________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________  

2. helicopter   

______________________________________________________________________________  

______________________________________________________________________________   

3. rotor blades   

______________________________________________________________________________  

______________________________________________________________________________   

4. Cadillac (1963)   

______________________________________________________________________________  

______________________________________________________________________________   

5. clumsy   

______________________________________________________________________________  

______________________________________________________________________________   

6. convenience   

______________________________________________________________________________  

______________________________________________________________________________   

7. vehicle   

______________________________________________________________________________  

______________________________________________________________________________   

8. panic   

______________________________________________________________________________  

______________________________________________________________________________   

9. agent   

______________________________________________________________________________  

______________________________________________________________________________   
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10. chubby   

______________________________________________________________________________  

______________________________________________________________________________   

          11.bleak   

          ______________________________________________________________________________      

          ______________________________________________________________________________  

          12.desolate   

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________  

Questions (True or False):   

_______ 1. Marge broke out in a rash from touching desert mistletoe.   

          _______ 2. Ed and Lance made a hospital stretcher for Marge with two poles and a sheet.   

          _______ 3. Grandmas Chan and Gomez taught Jade the special ceremony.   

         _______ 4. Jade and KK used their eleventh fundamentals to free themselves.   

         _______ 5. The girls added wood to the ceremonial fire to make it smoke more.   

        _______ 6. Lance’s 1963 Cadillac wouldn’t start because he forgot the keys.   

        _______ 7. When the paramedics saw Marge’s rash, they double-gloved their hands.   

        _______ 8. The person who thought most highly of Rocco “Loco” Rodriguez was Rocco.   

        _______ 9. News reporter Rodriguez parachuted down to the mountaintop.   

       _______ 10. Jade and KK made the news reporter wait outside the mine for the president.   

       _______ 11. After the girls went into the cave, Rocco continued to talk.   
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Language Activity   

After Marge broke out in a hot pink rash, KK had to keep reminding herself that she was speaking to a 

human being and not a mega-size talking blob of bubble gum.   

   

    Definition of MEGA : very large, great, vast : very popular, successful, or important   

   

a) Mega can be used as an adjective: He was a mega celebrity.   

   

b) or used as a prefix: She could barely swallow the megavitamin.   

   

   

          DIRECTIONS – 1. List as many words you know that begin with the prefix mega or use mega   

                              as an adjective.   

                    2. See how creative you are and form new words using “mega.”   

   

 1. WORDS YOU KNOW                                              2. CREATE A NEW WORD   

   

megabytes   

  

   

mega-burger   
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                                                 Jade Rivera Saves the President   

                                                                                                                                                             

                                                    Chapter 23: Lots of Hoopla      

Before reading the chapter:   

Predict how Jade and KK are going to be rewarded for saving the President.   

          ______________________________________________________________________________   

          ______________________________________________________________________________      

          ______________________________________________________________________________  

         ______________________________________________________________________________  

___________________________________________________________________  
  
  

Vocabulary (Picture Definitions):   

paramedics   products   aerial acrobatics   

 
      

Mariachi band   surgical gloves   bouquet   
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DIRECTIONS: Write a sentence for each vocabulary word using the picture dictionary above. 

Make sure the meaning of the word is clear in your sentence. Underline the vocabulary               

word in each sentence.   

1. paramedics   

______________________________________________________________________________  

______________________________________________________________________________   

2. products   

______________________________________________________________________________  

______________________________________________________________________________   

3. aerial acrobatics   

______________________________________________________________________________  

______________________________________________________________________________   

4. mariachi band   

______________________________________________________________________________  

______________________________________________________________________________   

5. surgical gloves   

______________________________________________________________________________  

______________________________________________________________________________   

6. bouquet   

______________________________________________________________________________  

______________________________________________________________________________   

   

Questions   

1. What is the setting of this chapter (place and time)?   

______________________________________________________________________   

2. The climax of a story occurs when the main conflict of the story is solved. Describe the event 

in this book when the climax occurs.   

______________________________________________________________________________  

______________________________________________________________________________   
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Language Activities-- TIME LINE:  Create a time line for Jade Rivera Saves the 

President below, indicating the eight most important events of the story and the 
order in which they happened. 

1.   

   

2.   

   

3.   

   

4.   

   

5.   

   

6.   

   

7.   

   

8.   

   

 
A. COMPARISON AND CONTRAST-- Describe how you are like Jade and how you are different:   

                 Comparison (alike)                    Contrast (different)   
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